
Evaluation
We evaluated the approach using two large image datasets:
1) Places2 a dataset of photos commonly used for image completion;
2) Behance Artistic Media (BAM!) a new in-painting dataset sampled from a

website of publicly shared artwork from creative professionals

We compare against several contemporary baselines: PatchMatch [1], Image
Melding [3], Efros et al./Million Image AIC [8] and Context Encoder [20].
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Illustrating patch selection and stylization

Introduction - Image Completion
Image completion (or “in-painting”) enables the removal of unwanted objects
of artefacts in images. Most prior work operates by copying patches from
elsewhere in the same image, or from auxiliary image collections (AICs), so as to
hallucinate plausible texture to in-paint the unwanted regions. Previous work
focused on the in-painting of photographic images only, with patch selection
and coping driven by structure or semantic similarity. Our novel contribution is
a novel AIC based image completion approach that explicitly enforces both
structural and style (aesthetic) consistency in the patch selection process, and
adaptively stylizes patches for aesthetic consistency during the copying process.

Disentangling Patch Structure and Style
A triplet convnet is trained to disentangle patch structure and style, driving:
1. Style and structure aware visual search for candidate patches in the AIC;
2. A style-aware global optimization for patch selection;
3. Adaptive stylisation of patch content to enable seamless image completion

Candidate Patch Search
A style and structure aware image search is performed to identify relevant
images from ∼ 66.8M images from which raw patch data may be sampled
Learnt feature embedding using two triplet Inception-v3 convnets:

Returns the top 200 images from 68M images on Behance; constrained by both
structure (content) and style constraints,
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